ABOVE GROUND
POOLS

FROM START TO SPLASH,
WE HAVE 55 YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE HELPING
FAMILIES GET THE BACKYARD
OF THEIR DREAMS

Great place to shop and excellent service after the sale. Highly recommend this place to anyone.
Bill and Brett were very helpful, and Jay and Mark did a great job with the delivery!
Craig Storer

WHY CHOOSE US?
In 1965, when Pioneer Family Pools began, we knew our commitment to serving customers would go beyond the
installation of a swimming pool. More than five decades in the leisure industry has provided us with unparalleled
knowledge and a broader understanding of customer expectations and desires. We are continually improving our
product line up while embracing new and innovative ways to serve you better.
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SENTINEL

SYNERGY

ALL

ALUMINUM
WALL

MADE IN CANADA

MADE IN CANADA

| SALT-FRIENDLY | ALL ALUMINUM WALL | BUTTRESS FREE

BEADED
OUTLOOK

BEADED
GREYSTONE RIVER
TILE

54”
WALL HEIGHT

EXCLUSIVE

OVAL

ROUND
27’

24’

21’

18’x 33’

18’
15’
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15’x 26’

15’x 30’
13’x 24’

A distinct feature of this pool is the all Aluminum
wall that prevents corrosion. Complete with a
54” Destination wall the Synergy is compatible with
virtually all pool chemical systems.

CELEBRATING OVER 55 YEARS CREATING BACKYARD ESCAPES

54”
WALL HEIGHT

EXCLUSIVE

WALL PATTERN

The Synergy above ground swimming pool by Aqua
Leader combines ultra-durability and modern lines
to provide a sleek and stylish pool design. This pool’s
resin 9” top rail and 7” wide vertical post are made
with the latest injection molding technology, providing
superior durability. The colour of the resin components
is solid all the way through, meaning they will never fade.

| BUTTRESS FREE | SALT-FRIENDLY

WALL PATTERN

Bought my Above Ground from Carl in October 2018.
Everything went as planned with June 2019 delivery
& set-up. Flexible when I needed to reschedule. All
staff very professional and courteous from the kid
who delivered the materials, to the two who came
out with the bobcat, to the installers. All cleaned up
after themselves & left minimal mess for me to deal
with. Minor issue with the heater, but Carl was on it
immediately and the matter was resolved without
incident. Very happy with the level of personal service
& would recommend Pioneer Family Pools to anyone.

We had the pleasure of meeting Dale Craig who
helped us finding the perfect pool for our family.
When it came to installation Pioneer Pools were
very professional. For first time pool owners
Pioneer Pools were very helpful. Unfortunately,
our pool got damaged due to a neighbours house
fire. Dale and his team were excellent helping us
on replacing our pool in a very quick matter during
their busy schedule. Dale and Pioneer Pools go
above and beyond for their customers. Excellent
service & I would highly recommend them!

ROB K.

PEDRO F

The Aqua Leader Sentinel is a modern Above Ground
swimming pool that combines strength and durability
with a contemporary design. With precision-molded
connections, including the 9” radial resin top rail and
7” wide vertical post that fit together perfectly every
time, this pool provides long-term benefits you’re sure
to appreciate year after year.
The reliability and structure of the Sentinel’s design
eliminate the use of angular joints, which produces
ultra-strong rails, stunning continuous curve and a
54” Stella wall. This unmatched combination of
structural integrity and a clean, contemporary design
provides reliable fun for the whole family year after year.

ROUND
27’
24’

21’

18’

15’

OVAL
18’x 33’

15’x 30’

15’x 26’

12’x 24’
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TRINITY
MADE IN CANADA

PHANTOM

| BUTTRESS FREE | SALT-FRIENDLY

BEADED MYSTERY
GOLD

MADE IN CANADA

54”
WALL HEIGHT

BEADED
BLUE SLATE
STREAMSTONE

EXCLUSIVE

OVAL

ROUND
27’

24’

21’

18’

15’

12’

19’x 33’
16’x 26’
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13’x 20’

The top rails feature unique channels that work to
capture water making your rails less slippery when
entering and exiting the pool. The 54” Trinity wall is
the tallest we offer making it the perfect option for
families with kids from young to old and swimmers
from beginner to professional.
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52”
WALL HEIGHT

EXCLUSIVE

WALL PATTERN

The Aqua Leader Trinity Above Ground swimming pool
was designed with three key ingredients in mind –
durability, low maintenance, and family fun! The radial
resin 6” top rails and resin 71/2” wide wall posts
were created using a state of the art injection moulding
process for superior strength and preservation over
time that also makes these pieces salt-water friendly.

| BUTTRESS FREE | SALT-FRIENDLY

WALL PATTERN

Our second pool from Pioneer and they did
an excellent job once again. The materials and
assemblers showed up as scheduled and did
their work quickly and neatly.
A special thanks to Carl Hayes who helped us
make some small changes to our order and
then worked to make certain everything went
smoothly. Excellent customer service!

DAN & HELEN

We just bought an Above Ground pool after doing
a lot of research before deciding to go with Pioneer
Pools. Scott and his crew provided amazing service.
The wrong pool liner was sent, Scott called Kelley
and within a half hour the correct one was delivered
and installed. Scott and his crew were extremely
professional, hard working, friendly and efficient.
I had an inquiry about the pool and received a call
back from Kelley within 15 mins....I am thrilled with
how well my pool looks and can’t wait to use it in
the Spring. I definitely recommend Pioneer Pools!

GWINDOR N

The Aqua Leader Phantom Above Ground is packed
with loads of incredible features including 71/2” resin
wall posts, 52” Slate wall, a Blue Slate Streamstone
liner, and 6” radial resin top rails that make the
perfect combination of durability and design.
With sizes from 27’ round – 12’ round, and oval sizes
from 19’ x 33’ - 13’ x 20’, you’ll be able to find the perfect
fit for your backyard and your family’s needs. Imagine
after a long day at the office, coming home to find your
family laughing and playing in your new pool, calling for
you to join them because they all know, once you hop in
the real fun begins!

ROUND
27’

24’

21’

18’

15’

12’

OVAL
19’x 33’
16’x 26’

13’x 20’
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REGENCY
MADE IN CANADA

NEPTUNE

| BUTTRESS FREE | SALT-FRIENDLY | DESIGN EXCLUSIVE

BLUE MOUNT
ROYAL

MADE IN CANADA

52”
WALL HEIGHT

| BUTTRESS FREE

BEADED
GREYSTONE RIVER
TILE

54”
WALL HEIGHT

EXCLUSIVE

WALL PATTERN

OVAL

ROUND
27’

24’

21’

18’

15’

18’x 33’

15’x 30’

15’x 26’

12’x 23’

12’
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The Vogue Regency Above Ground swimming pool
has become a customer favourite. This unique design
features top of the line engineering that makes the
Regency incredibly durable, and the perfect match for
our Canadian winters. The 7” resin top rails provide
stability and style. A 6” steel wall posts provide superior
strength, while the 52” Breeze wall provides style and
sophistication with a one-of-a-kind pattern.
The two tone designer resin top caps blend beautifully
with the Blue Mount Royal liner to complete your very
own backyard sanctuary.

CELEBRATING OVER 55 YEARS CREATING BACKYARD ESCAPES

We had an above ground pool installed in 2018.
Very great experience with Dale and Team!
Worked with our budget for a quick effortless
installation. Couldn’t be happier! Also, being
first time pool owners we really appreciate the
quick responses for the many questions we had!
Would definitely recommend Pioneer Pools!

MICHELLE GALDA

We purchased our Above Ground pool at the
beginning of 2019. We were quite impressed with
the knowledgeable staff and the level of help and
advice. The installers were engaged, professional
and a pleasure to deal with. Throughout our first
season, Pioneer Pools provided help and advice
ensuring the seamless enjoyment of our pool. I can
not recommend this company and their people
highly enough. We are very, very pleased!

STEVE SPARLING

The Atlantic Neptune Above Ground swimming pool is
an incredible option if you’re looking for something that
will last. The 7″ steel top rails and 7″ steel uprights
were built using corrugated steel to provide the strength
and resilience and Texture-Kote finish has been placed
on all the uprights and rails to provide ‘all weather’
protection with added resistance against corrosion,
scratching, and damaging UV rays.
The Neptune is also built to impress with the 54″ Vision
wall and Greystone River Tile liner that will brighten up
any backyard.

ROUND
27’

24’

21’

18’
15’

OVAL
18’x 33’

15’x 30’

12’x 24’
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ESPRIT

THE BEST WARRANTY
IN THE BUSINESS

MADE IN CANADA

55+ YEARS
IN THE BUSINESS
52”
WALL HEIGHT

BEADED
RIVER STONE

20,000+

POOLS INSTALLED

100+

AWARDS RECEIVED

LIMITED WARRANTY (STRUCTURAL)

When you purchase an Above Ground pool, you
can rest assured knowing that you have purchased
a well-made, high quality pool. Our company has
more than five decades of industry experience in
purchasing and installing pools. The manufacturer
pro-rated warranty covers the structure of your
Above Ground pool for a period up to 3 years from
the original purchase date.

INSTALLATION WARRANTY

We offer a dedicated and professional in-house
installation service for our Above Ground pools.
With this service, you will receive a 1 year
installation warranty. This warranty applies from
the original date of purchase and applies to the
original owner only. Restrictions may apply, see
your dealer for details.

ROUND
27’

24’

21’

18’

15’

12’
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OVAL
18’x 33’

15’x 30’

12’x 24’

Summer vacation will never be the same thanks to
the Atlantic Esprit Above Ground swimming pool. This
uniquely designed pool features 5¼” steel wall posts
and 6” linear steel top rails for ultimate strength and
durability.
The rugged and durable design featuring a 52” Punka
steel wall that will withstand our harsh Canadian
winters with ease to provide you with years of worry free
enjoyment. The Esprit will become your backyard time
capsule where you spend time with family and friends
and watch your children grow as you create memories
that last a lifetime.

CELEBRATING OVER 55 YEARS CREATING BACKYARD ESCAPES

LINER WARRANTY INFORMATION
Service was GREAT. We dealt with Bill in sales
for the whole project. We had a brand new salt
water 18’ x 33’ Above Ground pool installed. The
follow up care was great. Bill always gets back to
us quickly and helped us 1st time pool owners
through our 1st several weeks of pool care and
use of the system.

HOLLY LORIANNE

The manufacturer warrants the pool liner be free from
original defects in workmanship and materials, and
not to separate at the seams for as long as the original
purchaser owns the pool. Should an original defect
or seam separation occur, your dealer will rectify the
problem at his/her own cost or at its option offer a
replacement liner in accordance with the current
pro-rated schedules. See your local dealer for details.

EQUIPMENT WARRANTY INFORMATION

Your pool equipment warranty will adhere to that
of the manufacturer’s warranty. This warranty
will cover manufacturing defects and will begin
at the original date of purchase. Warranty may vary
by product. See your local dealer for details.
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ROLL-A-GUARD A-FRAME
LADDER

A

5

1

This five-tread ladder
allows you to cover the
steps with a flat plastic
barrier preventing
entry into the pool
using the ladder.
LDR-7200

B

8

4

A. FABRENE WINTER COVER

9

Made from lightweight woven polyethylene
fabrics that offer extremely high tensile
strength and tear resistance.

2

LOCKABLE
A-FRAME LADDER

Outside treads
swing-up and lock
upright for safety
and security.
Adjustable height for
pools 48” - 56” H.
LDR-400200

B. SOLAR BLANKET

Extend the swimming season with a solar
cover. ACC-TS3B0012
10

6

3
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1. CLUB PRO CHEMICALS

DROP-IN STEP

Stabilizer 900gm CHM-907922, HTH Chlorine Shock
2x500gm CHM-30318,and King Size Chlorine Pucks
2kg CHM-47030P15C

This compact four
step entry/exit
system lets you
maximize your
swimming area.
STP-ACM123

2. AQUA TROL LOW SALT CHLORINATOR

Designed for pools up to 18,000 gal. ACC-AQTROLRJLSCUL

3. HAYWARD SALT & SWIM ABG

Automatic salt chlorinator for pools up to 23,000 gal.
Reduces chlorine costs by 50% or more. ACC-SASCULCP

DROP-IN TIERED STEPS

Add a touch of
elegance with this
four-step drop-in
system featuring
raised treads for
extra safety.
STP-MB00013

4. HAYWARD CHLORINE FEEDER

The automatic chlorine feeder provides a 3 week supply of
stabilized chlorine pucks. ATC-CL200EF

5. SAND OR CARTRIDGE FILTER

Designed to provide the best filtration through fine
silica sand or a single element cartridge.
Featured: Club Pro Sand Filter FLT-SM1906T or
Hayward C150S FLT-C150SC

8. MAINTENANCE PACKAGE

6. PURA VIDA UV SANITIZER

Leaf skimmer, backwash hose (50’) + clamp,
combo hooks, thermometer, test strips, vacuum
head (triangle), vacuum pole and wall brush.

7. NATURE2 VISION PRO SYSTEM

9. STARBRIGHT LED LIGHT

A safe and eco-friendly system that destroys microorganisms chlorine or salt generators can’t. ACC-PS1148PV
An all-in-one chlorine and mineral system that
will help keep your pool sparkling clean. ATC-VISIONPROC

This light fits in your return fitting with a remote
control for easy use. Includes 10 colour changing
modes with 7 standard colour options. LGT-94132800

10. DOLPHIN E10 ROBOTIC CLEANER

This pool cleaner’s sleek innovative design allows for
maximum maneuvering through your pool allowing
you to enjoy your pool! ATC-99996133US

11. PENTAIR KREEPY KRAULY LIL’ SHARK VACUUM

This suction cleaner keeps your pool free of dirt and debris,
allowing you more time to enjoy your pool. With only ONE
moving part, it’s easy to maintain, and easy. ATC-360100

PENTAIR MASTERTEMP 125K

This energy efficient heater features low NOx
emissions that makes it an eco-friendly option
that out performs industry standards. Heat your
pool faster, so you can hop in quicker!
HTR-461059

DECK LADDER

This three step ladder
features a bottom bar
and foot pads that
provide stability on the
pool floor. LDR-ACM41A

SNAP LOCK DECK LADDER

This three step ladder
features a bottom bar
and foot pads that
provide stability on the
pool floor. LDR-SLDW
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SURROUND FENCING

Pool surround fencing helps decrease the risk of
unauthorized use of your pool. ACC-EST5000400
*Check your local municipality fencing bylaws for approval.
Drop-in step also shown.

SOLAR COVER REELS

The Solar Cover Reel System is designed to
fit most above ground pools (13’4” – 28’ wide).
Our reel system will make using your solar
cover a breeze. Choose from 2 different styles.
ACC-550000WHBK

IN-WALL SKIMMER

The in-wall skimmer will entrap leaves and
other floating debris automatically from your
pool when the filter system is functioning.
ACC-ACM19300

HAYWARD 1 HP PUMP

This energy efficient pump with an ergonomic
handle and large pump basket is designed to
provide years of worry free service! PMP-SP5710
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UNLIMITED BACKYARD

DESIGN IDEAS

WHY BUY AN
ABOVE GROUND

POOL?

Gone are the days where pool owners are stuck
with having a winter-grey Above Ground sitting
stark in the middle of their yards. Whether you’re
looking for a pool for a small space, or just prefer
the “out of ground” pool look, our Above Ground
Pools come in a wide range of sizes and styles
that will fit the look of any backyard.
We are always sharing new and creative ways to
landscape and build around your Above Ground
Pool. You will notice that many modern Above

Ground Pool designs have been inspired from
nature. Enjoy Above Ground Pools with soothing
images of tall grass blowing in the wind or rocky
textured looking patterns that represent natural
strength and raw power.
Build a stunning wood structure around your
pool, or surround it with plants and trees to
create a zen oasis. The possibilities are endless!

Perhaps the most popular benefit of Above
Ground Pools are their affordable price tags
and the lowered expenses that come with
them. Above Ground Pool prices are generally
lower than the prices of other pool models
currently on the market due to their sizes
and smaller-scale installs. In addition, Above
Ground Pools have lower operating costs as
they typically require less chemicals and less
equipment to keep them running in tip-top
shape.

It’s true when we say, “Buy an Above Ground Pool
today and you’ll be able to swim in three weeks!”
Due to the seamless construction of these pools,
they are quick and easy to install. Instead of
digging a large hole in the ground and spending
extra dollars on construction, Above Ground
Pools are an “out of ground pool” and can typically
be installed within a 1-3 day timeframe.
Components are all precision made to fit together,
making installation a breeze while ensuring that
your pool has the support to remain durable and
tough for years to come.
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At Pioneer Family Pools we pride ourselves on being the experts that can make your
backyard dreams a reality. With numerous locations across Southern Ontario we’re
able to provide the best sales, installation, and service to the largest geographical
region possible.

BARRIE

BELLEVILLE

BRAMPTON

HAMILTON

KITCHENER

KINGSTON

LONDON

PETERBOROUGH

SUDBURY

VAUGHAN

WOODSTOCK

To begin your backyard transformation, visit us in-store or online at
pioneerfamilypools.ca

H

ER

42 Anne St. S.
705-726-4606

223 Cannifton Rd. N.
613-962-2415

20 Wilkinson Rd.
905-791-0677

I T A G E DR

FAIRVIEW ST

BRANTFORD

143 Lynden Rd.
519-770-4422

BURLINGTON

4265 Fairview Rd.
905-637-5201

CHATHAM

350 Riverview Rd.
519-354-9142

1160 Rymal Rd.
905-388-6233

1176 Victoria St. N.
519-578-5010

1157 Midland Ave.
613-389-4747

1985 Blue Heron Dr.
519-657-5210

STELLAR DR

MARKHAM

71 Cochrane Dr.
905-946-8008

TORONTO

416-291-8403

NEWMARKET

17915 Leslie St.
905-836-9636

OAKVILLE

1020 S. Service Rd. E.
905-844-7490

624 Queensway Ct.
705-742-3876

1099 Falconbridge Rd.

705-566-1552

7979 Weston Rd.
Bldg B Unit 1
905-851-2393

840 Parkinson Rd.
519-539-5210

